Conference Introduction

ICETC is an annual conference held since 2009. ICETC 2019 will be a major academic event in related fields of Education Technology and Computers in Netherlands this year. It is sponsored by International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology and technically assisted by many universities and institutes. The focus of the conference is to gather scientists, engineers, educators and students of all nationalities by providing excellent opportunity to exchange ideas and present latest advancements in the fields.

Publication

Accepted papers of ICETC 2019 will be published in the International Conference Proceedings Series by ACM (ISBN: 978-1-4503-7254-1), which will be archived in the ACM Digital Library and submitted for index by Ei Compendex, Scopus, etc.

Conference Chairs

Prof. Piet Kommers, University of Twente, The Netherlands
Dr. Fang Lou, University of Hertfordshire, UK

Program Chairs

Prof. Minoru Nakayama, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Prof. Fangju Wang, University of Guelph, Canada
Prof. Betsy J. Bannier, Lake Region State College, USA
Dr. Ritesh Chugh, Central Queensland University, Australia

Topics

CONFERENCE TOPICS AND SCOPE WILL INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:

- Web-based Learning, Wikis and Blogs
- Higher Education vs. Vocational Training
- e-Learning Platforms, Portals
- Social Context and Learning Environments
- Synchronous and Asynchronous Learning
- Ontologies and Meta-Data Standards
- Distance and e-Learning in a Global Context
- e-Learning Hardware and Software
- Cooperation with Industry in Teaching
- Project Based Learning and Engineering Education
- Teacher Evaluation
- Learning/Teaching Methodologies and Assessment
- Mentoring and Tutoring
- Course Design and e-Learning Curriculum
- Pedagogy Enhancement with e-Learning
- Assessment and Accreditation of Courses and Institutions
- K-12 Students
- Critical Success Factors in Distance Learning
- Sharing Resources with Developing Countries

For more topics, please click.

News!

ICETC 2018 conference proceedings has been successfully indexed by Ei Compendex and Scopus.

Important Dates

Submission Deadline (Full paper): Before Aug. 25, 2019
Submission Deadline (Abstract): Before Aug. 30, 2019
Notification: Sep. 10, 2019

Submission Instruction

1. Language. English is the official language of the conference. The paper should be written and presented only in English.
2. Full paper (Publication & Presentation). Full paper submission is required if you consider publishing your paper.
3. Abstract (Presentation Only). If you consider making a presentation only at ICETC 2019 without paper publication, then you can only submit an abstract.

Welcome to submit online! Please click.

Contact Us

Ms. Yolanda Dong
Email: icetc@iacsit.org
(Office Hour: AM 9:30--PM 12:00, PM 13:30--PM 18:00, Monday to Friday, GMT+8 Time Zone)